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ABSTRACT 
Let M,(F) be the algebra of n in matrices over a field F, and let A EM,(F) 
have characteristic polynomial ~(r)=p~(x)p~(x)...p,(r) where pi(x),...,p,(x) are 
distinct and irreducible in F[ x]. Let X he a subalgebra of M,(F) containing A. Under 
a mild hypothesis on the pi(x), we find a necessary and sufficient condition for X to 
he M,(F). 
INTRODUCTION 
Let M,,(F) denote the algebra of n X n matrices with entries in a field F. 
Let S be a nonempty subset of M,,(F), and let X be the algebra generated by 
S. We consider the problem of obtaining an efficient criterion for determin- 
ing whether X is the full algebra M,,(F). We obtain a solution in the case 
where S contains an element A whose characteristic polynomial C(T)= 
pdx)~z(x). . . P,( 1 x w ere the pi are distinct irreducible polynomials such h 
that if r > 1, there exist i, i (i#j) such that pi(x) is irreducible in F(@)[r] 
where 8 is a root of p,(x) over F. 
NOTATION. For a natural number n, we denote by r(n) the number of 
prime divisors of n. If S is a finite set, ISI denotes the number of elements in 
S. If F is a field, F” denotes the space of s-tuples over F. If S is a subset of 
M,(F), then span S (alg S) denotes the space spanned by (algebra generated 
by) S. 
M,,(F) denotes the space of T Xs matrices over F. 
[A, B] denotes the commutator AB- BA of the two matrices A, B. 
deg p denotes the degree of the polynomial p(x). 
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Our results are 
THEOREM 1. Let A EM,(F) (n > 1) have characteristic polynomial p(x) 
which is irreducible in F[x]. Let S be a nonempty subset of M,,(F). Assume 
that if dimspanS> 1 and F is finite, then IF] >sr(n). Then alg(SU{A})= 
M,,(F) if and only if the following condition holds: 
(1) l%ere exists B~spanS such that [B,A],...,[B,A”-‘1 are ZinearZy 
indqendmt. 
COROLLARY * Suppose A E M,(F) is such that its churacteristic poly- 
ncrnial is irreducible in F[x]. Let BEM,,(F). Then A, B generate M,(F) if 
h.c.f. (n, rank B) = 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let A EM,(F) be nonsingular and have characteristic 
polynomial c(~)=p~(x)~**p,(x) (some r>l), where p,,...,p, are distinct 
irreducible elements of F[x]. Let S be a nonmnpty subset of M,.,(F). Suppose 
that there exist i, i (i#i) such that pi(x) is irreducible in F(I~)[x] where 0 is a 
root of pi(x) over F. Then alg(S u {A}) = M,( F) if and only if the fob?owing 
condition holds: 
(2) Given u,v with l<u,v<r, there exists s>l, B, ,..., B,_,ES, and 
, ,,...,u,=vsuch thatc,JA)B,c,,~+l(A)#O(k=1,2 ,..., s-l), where 
:~(~;=:(x),pm(x). 
PROOFS OF THE RESULTS 
Before beginning the proofs, we note that all the results used about 
modules can be found in Chapter 4 of Herstein’s book [l]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose first that alg(SU {A})=_,,(F). If 
dimspanS=l, let OZBES. If [B,A],...,[B,A”-‘1 are linearly dependent, 
then there exists f(x)EF[x] with 1 <deg f<n- 1 such that [B, f(A)]=O. 
But then f(A) commutes with B and A and hence is a scalar, since 
alg(A, B)=M,(F). T~I ‘s contradicts the fact that the minimal polynomial of 
A has degree n. So (1) holds. 
Suppose then that dimspanS=s>l. Let B,,...,B,ES be a basis for 
spanA. Foreacha=(a,,...,a,)EF”,letB,=a,B,+-..+a,B,. Suppose for 
the same of contradiction that (1) fails. Then for each a E F”, there exists 
f,(x)EF[x] such that f,(A) is nonscalar but such that [B,, f,(A)] =O. For 
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each a choose an h(x) such that dun F [f,(A)] is least possible [subject to 
f,(A) nonscalar]. For eachf,(A), let W(f,)= {CEspanS][C,f~(A)]=O}. Note 
that W( f.) is a subspace of span S. Also W( f,) #span S, since if so, [f,(A), B] 
= 0 for all BE S. But this forces f,( A) to be scalar, since a.lg( S u {A}) = M,( F), 
contrary to our choice of f,(x). 
So W(f,) is a proper subspace of span S. Also II. E W( f,). Hence 
spans= U W(L), 
ClEF' 
(*) 
where the union is set-theoretic union. However, since F [ A] y F [ xl/( p( x)) is 
a finite extension of F, it has only finitely many subfields. But F [f.( A)] is 
a subfield of F [ A]. Hence there are only finitely many distinct W( f,). Since 
a vector space over an infinite field cannot be the set-theoretic union of a 
finite number of proper subspaces, we thus get the desired contradiction if F 
is infinite. 
Suppose then that F is finite. Then F- GF( q) for some prime-power q. 
Now p(x) is irreducible in F[x] and has degree 12, so F[A]=F[x]/(p(x))= 
GF(q”). Each FL_&(A)1 is a subfield of F [A] properly containing F and is 
minimal subject to this. Hence F[ f.( A)] has prime degree over F. Now 
GF(q”) has exactly m(n) subfields of prime degree over GF(q) [namely the 
subfields GF(q’) as I runs through the set of prime divisors of n]. Hence 
there are at most r(n) distinct W(i). Since each W(f.) contains 0, (*) now 
gives 
IFI” <m(n)JFJ”-” 
[using I Wf,)l~ IF I”-‘I. 
This implies 1 F I< m(n), yielding the desired contradiction. 
Suppose now that (1) holds. Let X=alg( A, B). Since c(z) is irreducible, 
F” is a faithful irreducible F[A]-module and hence, a foftiuri, an irreducible 
X-module. So X is simple. Also condition (1) implies that the only elements in 
F [ A] whieh commute with all elements of X are the scalar matrices. So X is 
central simple. So X, = X@r X is simple for all extension fields K of F. We 
may choose K so that X, g M,(K) for some t> 1. But the fact that 
[B, A] ,..., [B, A^-‘] are linearly independent over F and hence over K 
implies that t > n. Hence X, EM,,(K). Since dim,X=dim,X,, we get 
dim,X=n’and X-M,(F). n 
Proof of the Corolluy. Suppose alg(A, B)#M,( F). By Theorem 1, 
there exists f(x) E F [x] such that f(A) is nonscalar and [B, f(A)] =O. Now 
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F [ f( A)] is a field (being in fact a subfield of F[ A]), and hence the minimal 
polynomial m(x) of f(A) is irreducible in F[x]. Hence f(A) is similar to the 
direct sum 
of some t > 1 copies of the companion matrix X of m(r). We may assume 
thatf(A)hasthisform.Notethatifdegm=s,thenn=st.WewriteB=(B,j) 
where the blocks Bii are all s x s matrices. Since [B, f(A)] = 0, [II,,, X] = 0. A 
well-known result states that if YEM,(F) is nonderogatory and ZY= YZ, 
then 2 E F [ Y]. (A short proof may be obtained as follows. Since Y is 
nonderogatory, there exists z) E F” such that {Y %, i = 0, 1,2,. . . } spans FS. Let 
Zu=h(Y)t~ (where h(x)~F[x]). Then ZY’v=Y’Zo=Y’h(Y)v=h(Y)Y’uand 
thus [Z-h(Y)]F”=O and Z=h(Y).) Applying this result, we find that IL+, is 
a polynomial in X. Regard B as an element of M,(F[X]). Using row and 
column operations over the field F[X], we see that there exist nonsingular 
matrices P,QEM,(F[X]) such that PBQ has the block-diagonal form 
diag[D, ,..., Dg,O ,..., 0] (some 9 20) where O#D, EF[X]. But then rank B 
= 9~3, so h.c.f. (n, rank B) > s > 1. This proves the Corollary. m 
Proof of Theorem 2. We may assume A is in block-diagonal form 
diag[C,,..., C,], where Ci is the companion matrix of p,(x) over F. Note that 
each Ci is nonsingular, since A is. For each B EM,(F) we write B= ( B,j) as a 
block matrix, where the blocking is compatible with the blocking of A. 
Suppose (2) fails. Then there exists a pair i, j such that whenever s > 1 
and ir=i,ia,..., i, =j is a sequence with 1 Q i, < r (I= 1,. . . , s) then there 
exists an m with 1 < m < s - 1 such that Bimim+, =0 for alI B ES. But then 
Bij=O for all BEalg(SU{A}). So alg(Su {A})#M,(F). This proves the 
necessity of (2). 
Suppose (2) holds. Let X=alg(SU{A}). Given B=(Bij)EM,(F), we 
write (B),, to denote the block matrix whose (u, u) block is B,, and all of 
whose other blocks are zero. Note that if BEX, then (B),, EX for all (u, u). 
Let X,,={B,,IBEX}. 
We first prove 
Claim 1. X,,#{O), X,,#{O) for some u, 0, w implies X,,#{O}. 
For let OZZEX,,. Then F[A,]ZC_X,,. But F[A,]Z is a unitary 
F[A.]-module, so dim(F[A,]Z)>degp,(x)=k, say (and in fact equality 
holds). Let O# Y EX,,. Then Y cannot annihilate all of F[C,]Z. For let T be 
a nonzero column of Z. Then F[ C,]T is the space Fkv, while if Q is a 
nonzero row of Y, the annihilator of Q in F k~ has dimension k, - 1. But then 
(01 #X,“X”, CX”,. 
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Claim 2. X,” # (0) for all u, u. 
Let u, u be given. By (2), there exists s > 1, B,, . , ., B,_, ES, and ur = 
&Us,..., U, =I) such that c,~A)B,c,,+l(A)#O (Z- 1,2,..., s- 1). This implies 
that X UIUl+lf{O} (Z=I,2,..., s - l), and the result follows from Claim 1. 
Claim 3. If X,, =Mk,k,(F), then X,, -MI+,(F) and X,, =%+JF) 
for all w, y. 
Claim 2 shows that X,, # {0}, and the proof of Claim 1 then implies that 
W= X,,X,, # (0). Now W is closed under multiplication by elements of 
M,.F) on the left and by elements of F[C,] on the right. Hence W may be 
regarded as a unitary M,J F) B3, F [C,]-module, the Mk,( F) acting on the left 
and the F[C,] on the right. Now M,U(F)@, F[C,]=M,Y(F[C,]), and F[C,] 
is a field. So every irreducible M, (F[C,]) -module has dimension 
k,dim(F[C,])=k,k, =dim M,“JF). Hence X,,X,, =M,&F), so X,, = 
M,+_(F) as required. A similar argument yields X,, = Mkykv( F). 
To complete the proof of the theorem, it is sufficient, by Claim 3, to 
show that X,, = M,“,JF) for some u, v. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that ps(x) is irreducible in 
F(8)[x] where 8 is a root of pi(x) over F. 
Claim 4. Xi, = Mk,JF). 
By Claim 3, X,, #O. Also Xi, is closed under multiplication on the left by 
F[C,] and on the right by F [C,], and hence Xi, may be regarded as a 
unitary K-module, where K = F [C,] BD, F [ C,]. But 
is a field, since pa(x) is irreducible in F( 6)[x]. So every irreducible K-module 
has dimension dim K= k,k,. So dim Xi, > k,k,. This implies Xi, =Mklkl(F), 
as claimed. 
The proof is complete. n 
REMARK. We may interpret hypothesis (2) of Theorem 2 in graph- 
theoretic terms as follows. 
Let A EM,(F), and let c(x) be its characteristic polynomial. Assume that 
c(x)=Pl(x)Pdx)- . . p,(x) (some T> 1) where p,, . . . , p, are distinct irreduci- 
ble polynomials over F. Let S be a subset of M,(F). We define the directed 
graph G(S, A) of S relative to A as follows: G(S, A) has vertices 1,2,. . . , T. 
Vertices i, i (i#i) are joined by a (directed) edge if and only if~,(A&(A)#0 
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for some BE S, where c;(x) =c(x)/p,(x). We say two vertices i, j are path- 
connected if there exists s > 2 and vertices i, = i, is,. . . , i, =i such that 
ili2,i2i3,..., i,_,i, are edges of G(S, A). We say that G(S, A) is connected (or 
transitive) if every pair of vertices is path-connected. 
In this terminology condition (2) of Theorem 2 just states that G(S, A) is 
connected. Reference [2] contains another result relating the structure of an 
algebra generated by a set of matrices to the graph of the set of generators. 
EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. We show that Theorem 1 is false for finite fields if we 
delete the condition on the size of F. 
Let n=uluz~~* ud where ur,..., 
M,(F) with the tensor product @! 
ud are distinct primes. We identify 
,,rM,,( F). Let F be a finite field GF(q), 
and let f;(x) be an irreducible polynomial of degree ui over F. Let Ci be the 
companion matrix of A(x) over F, and let C= @f_,C, EM,(F). 
Let Xi EM,,(F) be such that Xi, Ci generate M,I(F). Assume (F 1 Q d- 1. 
Let 
B, =Zc3X,@Zc3* * * @Z 
+ Zc3Zc3X,@~ . . @Z 
+ . . . 
+ zc3zc3. . * @Z@X, 
and 
IFI- 
B, = x 8’Z@. . . @ZC~X,@JZE~ - . - ‘8Z 
i==l 
(Xi is in the ith position), where fI is a generator of the multiplicative group 
of F. We now 
Claim. aJg(B,> B,, C)=%(F). 
LfA=A,@... @A,, Ai EM,,(F), we write 
A”=z@J.. . @A,@Z@. . . 01 
(Ai in the ith position). 
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Note that if X is an eigenvalue of Ci, then X is also an eigenvalue of C. 
Hence h(x) divides the minimal polynomial m( 2) of C. Henc_e m( XL= 
fi(x)*_: *&Jr2 ;t”d alg(C) h as d imension n. Note that alg( C) & alg( C,, . , . , C,). 
But CiCi = CiCi, and alg( Ci) has dimension ui. Hence alg( 6i,. . . , cd’,, has 
dimension at most n. So we must have 
alg(C)=alg(E ,,..., E(f). 
Ldet r_=alg(B,, B,,_C). Th en Y contains C and thus Ci, and hence it contains 
[B,,C,] and [B,, Ci]. Hence Y contains [X,,C,]-. Let Y, be the algebra 
generated by Ci, [Xi, C,]. Regard the space Fui as a Yi -module. It is faithful 
and irreducible, so Yi rM,(Di) for some finite division ring Di and some 
5 > 1 with 1;: dim Di = ui. Thus Di is a field. Since ui is prime, either 5 = ui 
and Di = F or q = 1 and Yi is commutative. Suppose Yi is commutative. Then 
[[Xi, C,], Ci] = 0. However, the minimal polynomial Jc_X) is irreducible over F 
and hence has distinct roots in the algebraic closure F of F (since F is finite). 
So Ci, regarded as an element in M,,(F), is similar to a diagonal matrix. But 
then[[X,,Ci],Ci]=Oimplies[Xi,CiJ=OandthusXicommuteswithC,.This 
contradicts the fact that Xi, Ci generate M,,(F). This implies Yi =M,,( F), 
and the claim is established. 
However, we now show that if b = (b,, b,) E F2, there exists an element 
f,,(x)~F[x] such thatf,,(C) is nonscalar but such that [B,,. f,,(C)] =O, where 
B, = b, B, + b, B,. Since C is nonderogatory, it is sufficient to show that there 
exists a nonscalar matrix D, such that [B,, D,]=O=[C, D,,]. If b, =O, we 
may take D, = C,@'I@ . . * @Z.Ifb,=O,wemaytakeD,=Z@***@Z@Cd. 
If b,b2 #O, we may assume b, =I.I’henb,=-B’forsomei(l<i<JFJ-1). 
But then all the tensors occurring in B, have Z as their ith component. 
Hence we may take D, = ei. 
We note however that if (1) is replaced by dimspan{ [ B, A’]( BE S, i > l} 
=n- 1, the restriction on the size of F may be removed. 
EXAMPLE 2. We now show that the technical condition on the roots is 
required if r> 1. 
Suppose pi, p2( ) x are distinct irreducible polynomials over F and that 
p2(x) is reducible in F(B)[r] where 8 is a root of pi(x) over F. Let + be a root 
of pa(x) over F. 
Then 
is commutative but not a field and hence has irreducible modules of lower 
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dimension than k,k,, where ki=degpi. F(+)@,,F(B) acts naturally on 
Mkzk,(F) (using the companion matrices for p,, p2) and on MklkO(F). Let 
A= 
where C,, C, are the companion matrices of pl( x), p.Jx) respectively, and let 
B= 
where B,,, B,, are nonzero elements in irreducible F( c$) C3 F F( 0) submodules 
of Mk,JF), Mkzk,(F), respectively. Then if S= {B}, we have that G(S, A) is 
transitive but B,,, B,, can be chosen so that 
To give an explicit example, let R, @ denote the real and complex fields, 
respectively. Let 
F=R, pJx)=r2+1, p&)=x2+2, 
B,2=( _‘: ;)=B2v 
Then 
a&$% B)=M,(@). 
So alg(A, B)#M,(R). 
We are grateful to the referee for a number of suggestions which helped 
to improve the presentation of this paper. 
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